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Small group researchers in sociology, social
psychology, and speech

communication have devoted more attention to the study
of leadership than
any other concept in the small group process.

The production rate of lead-

ership studies is high and steadily
increasing. However, the accumulation
of knowledge in this area is not that significant.
This paper attempts
to isolate some of the strengths and
weaknesses in leadership research by

evaluating it from both a theoretical and a methodological
perspective.
Theoretical Evaluation
A theory has been defined as "...a systematically related
set of
statements, including some lawlike generalizations,
that is empirically
testable" (Rudner, 1966).

for evaluating a theory:

The definition suggests at least three
criteria
that the theoretical

statements should be system-

atically related, that the statements shoutd include
some lawlike generali-

zations, and that the statements should be
empirically testable.

These

three criteria will be employed in the evaluation
of the theories or ap-preaches.
The seven approaches examined in this
paper are the great man, trait,
situational, style, fuctional, social influence, and
interaction positions.
The great man approach, the first attempt
to explain leadership, suggests
that great changes in an organization or in society
almost always result
from the efforts or powers of a few superior individuals.
scribed two kinds of great men:

Hook (1943) de-

the eventful man and the event making man.

The eventful man was a great man who happened to
be in the right place at

the right time to become a leader.
created great events.
posited three types:

The event making man was a great man who

A second description of great men (Jennings, 1960)

supermen, heroes, and princes.

Supermen were described

.as rule breakers and value creators; heroes were defined as leaders of great
and noble causes; and princes were men who knew the game and manipulated
their followers.

Proponents of this approach used biographical analyses to

describe leadership.

Many have argued that the great man approach to leadership with
its stress on uniqueness and emergence is not really amenable to social
scientific investigation.

However, arguments based on uniqueness give no

support at all to the position that there must be a radical divorce between
the methodologies of the nonsocial and the social sciences.

For if one

extended the uniqueness argument all science would be impossible.

The emer-

gence dimension of a great man approach fiolds the position that it is non-

scientific on the grounds that it is non causal.

There appears some merit

in this position from a relative sense, however, to imply closure (no possibility of causal prediction) seems unjustified.

The history of science

reveals several instances of phenomena like the emergence of great men to
stimulate great causes which have subsequently been shown not to be outside the pattern of lawlike reaularity of other events.

The great man

approach can in fact be properly evaluated in terms of how well it provides
a structure for theoretical considerations.

To remove it from such con-

siderations by design, even rhetorically, seems unfortunate and naive.
To date the great man approach meets none of the structural
criteria necessary for a theory:

it has no lawlike generalizations, it

has no set of systematically related statements, and it is empirically

untestable.

Further, the approach has traditionally been limited to the

examination of historical figures and offers little on a basis for predicting leadership.

The trait approach contends that certain individuals possess char-

acteristics that allow them to become Leaders.

Numerous studies have attem-

pted to discover the relationship between various personality, biographical
and hahaviordi characteristics, and leadership in the small group.
summaries of leadership traits have been reported.

Several

Bird (1940) mnthesized

20 studies in which 79 traits were found to be related to leadership.

He

found that 51 (65 percent) of the variables were mentioned only once, 16
(20 percent) were listed twice, 4 (5 percent) were identified in three,

another 4 (5 percent) were found in four studies, two were mentioned in
five, one was identified in six, and one was found in ten studies.

Those

variables identified in three studies were courage, originality, tact, and
self-reliance.

Enthusiasm, fairness, self-confidence, and sympathy were

found in four.

The ;o identified in five studies

sense of humor.

ere extraversion and

Initiative was found in six and intelligence was identified

in ten studies.

Perhaps the most widely accla!med summary and synthesis of trait
studies was reported by Stogdill (1948).

He suggested five major classifi-

cations for leadership characteristics:
1. Capacity (intelligence, alertness, imr1)A1 facility, originality,
judgement)

2. Achievement (scholarship, knowledge, athletic accomplishment)
3. Responsibility (dependability, initiative, persistence, aggressiveness, self-confidence, desire to excel)
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4.

Participation (activity, sociability, cooperation, adaptabilitY,
humor)

5.

Status (socio-economic nosition, popularity)

In addition, he mentioned that these characteristics may vary with the situation (group characteristics and goals).

Although Stogdill established a classification scheme for leadership
traits, he noted that the traits have not been found to be consistently related to leadership.

lie did find that 15 or more studies sungested that leader-

shin is related to:

intelligence, scholarship, dependability, activity, and

social Participation.

Ten or more studies found leadership to be related to:

sociability, initiative, nersistence, nrocedural ability, self-confidence,
alertness and insight into situations, coonerativeness, nopularitv, adaptability
and verbal facility.

Some characteristics I:ere suooested to apply only to

specific grow* (i.e., athletic ahilitv was associated with leadership in boys'
gangs and play groups).

The variables identified to have the highest correla-

tions with leadership were:

originality, ponularity, sociability, judgement,

aggressiveness, desire to excel, humor, cooperativeness, liveliness, and ath
letic ability.

There was also some evidence that former leadership exner-

iences transfer.
:.cnrath and Pltman (1965) have provided a third list of leadership

characteristics in their synthesis of small grow) research:
1.

Individual nersonality characteristics such as extroversion
assertiveness, and social maturity, but not a host of other
seemingly similar characteristics;

2.

Education but not ale or other biogranhical characteristics;

3.

Intelligence, general ability, and task ability;

4. NO group status
5.

and

Training in leader techniques.

Ac(rat) and Altman examined 25 studies which tested the relatipnshil, botaPn
leadership performance and variables in 10 other classes.

associations were tested of which 12C were significant.

A total of 275

The authors have

indexed the relationships by variable class and have indicated the pronor.
tion of significant relationships found between the variables.

The char-

acteristics listed above were sionificantly related to leadershin performance
at least 60 ner cent of the times the relationship was tested

An examina-

tion of the three summaries reported here does not provide a conclusive list
of leadership traits.
As a theory the trait approach falls short of meeting the criteria.
It does nrovide generalizations concerning the traits associated with leadership, 'Jut the statements are neither la: -!like nor systematically related.

generalizations, however, are empirically testable.

The

One of the most signifi-

cant problems associated Nith trait research is the restrictive nature of the
conception and measurement of traits.

The range of traits has been limited,

in most cases, to personality traits identified by psychology.

This has

resulted in the exclusion of many behavioral, attitudinal, and situational
variables "hicit may affect leadershin.

The problem of measurement may be a

result of the heavy reliance on personality tess derived for Purposes other
than predicting or describing communication behaviors (i.e., clinical evaluation).

Prinarily as a reaction to the weaknesses of the trait approach, the
situational apnroach emerged.

host of the research which has been based on

this approach has attempted to demonstrate that traits do not account for
leadershin emergence in all situations (Barnlund, 1962 and Neucimb,
Turner,
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and Converse, 196',.

Perhaps the most exhaustive study supporting the situ-

ational approach was conducted by Fiedler (1968).

Fiedler directed a 15 year

research nrogram which included more than 35 studies and 1600
groups.

The

eroups eere limited to interacting task grouns (i.e., high school basketball
teams, surveying teams, bomber crews).

Fiedler

contends that in groups of

this type the individual's contributions affect the
performance of other

group members and, consequently, the total eroun performance.

In each of the

studies conducted leaders uere elected, appointed,
or identified by sociometric
rankings.

The leaders's effectiveness was defined in terms of group performance

on the nrimary task.

On the basis of the initial studies, three situational

variables were hypothesized to affect leadE.ship: leader-member
relations,
task structure, and nositien Power.

Leader-member relations eere defined in

terms of the leader's personal ettraction to group members and
divided into
good and poor classifications.

Task structure was defined as the degree of

organization imnosed by superiors.
structured.

It ves classified as structured and un-

The third variable, position power, eas defined on the basis of

the decree of traditional authority associated with the
office and classified
as strong and weak.

The subsequent studies sunnorted a three dimensional

(three situational variables with two levels each) contingency
model of
leadership.

Fiedler concluded:

(1) that yroun effectiveness is continnent

on the appropriateness of the leader's style for the situation, (2) that
the
appropriateness of the leader's style depends on the decree to which the
group situation allows the leader to exert influence, and (3) that,
because
leadership style is difficult to chance it is better to channe the
work situational variables.

Unlike most situational studies, the Fiedler research

'
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proeram attempted to isolate soecific situational variables which affect
leadership.

The situational approach has not proven to be a fertile area for
theory develooment.

The statements nosited by Fiedler's continnency model

nrovide, at best, antecedent conditions for leadershin in specific situations.
The statements are not lawlike and have not been systematically related.
,lthough the statements are emnirically testable, they add little to the
prediction of leadership.

In addition, few specific situational

have been conceptualized or measured well.

variables

Furthers the situational approach

has systematically excluded other notential variables (i.e., traits,
behavioral

6aracteristics).
The fourth approach deals with leadershin styles.

In the early re-

search fLippitt and White, 1913) three styles were investigated:
democratic, and laissez-faire.

In later research the investigations were

limited to authoritarian and democratic leadershin styles.
(Krech, Crutchfield

autocratic.

The Iowa studies

and Ballachev, 1962) nroduced several comparisons concern-

ing the effects of leadership styles.

Authoritarian leadership as compared to

democratic leadership Produced a greater quantity of work, but less work motivation and less originality in work; a greater amount of aggressiveness
toward

the leaders andgropp members. more suppressed.discontent. more deperident and

submissive behavior less friendliness in the groun; and less
"group-mindedness":

Shaw (1)60 concluded that authoritarian leadership "nroduced
greater work
output and lower morale than does non-authoritarian leadershin.

The question

of quality of the work as a function of type of leadership is still
unsolved."
Perhaps even this conclusion is unwarrented.

(Abb (1969) claims that:

"Co-

hesiveness and high morale are largely the result of having one's expectations fulfilled" (o. 262).

He cites the studies of Scott (1952) and Haythorn

(1956) which both found that in situations where members expected authoritarian
leadership morale was 'highest when that exoectation was met.

Fiedler (196A,

1965) soecified two conditions under -fhich authoritarian leadership is to be
preferred - when the leader has oower, mod leader-member relations, and a
clear :y structured task-, and when he lacks puler, has poor leader-member rela-

tions, and an ambiguously structured task.

In his three dimensional model

these situations are the most favorable and the most unfavorable group conditions.

In conclusion

it should be noted that authoritarian leadership does

produce a nreater quantity of work, but its effects on morale and nuality of
cork are unresolved.

The style approach, alone, is certainly nontheoretical.

Few lawlike

generalizations could be drawn from the research and no systematically related
set of statements has been posited.

Because the approach is limited to only

one characteristic of leadership the ability to describe, explain, and predict
leadership or nroup behavior is significantly limited.
The functional approach is the fifth conceotion of leadership and
perhaps the most popular among speech communication researchers.

Numerous

classifications of leadershio fuctions have been posite4, including:

Cattell (1951)

-attachment
groun maintenance

Bales (1958)

-task leader
socio-emotional leader

Hamblin (1958)

-substantive leader
procedural leader
socio-emotional leader

Stogdill (1959)

-integration
morale
productivity

Barnlund and Haiman (1960).

Bass (1960)

-creative and critical
thinldng
nrocedural matters
interpersonal relations

-consideration
initiating structure

Cartwright and Zander (1960)

Likert (1361)

-opinion leader
socio-emotional leader
noal-setter leader
-employee-centered
job-centered

Heslin and Dunphy (1964)

Cartwright and Zander (1968)

Settler and liller (1)63)

-tack
groun maintenance

-noalachievement
nroun maintenance
- nrocedural

nroblem-solvine
socio-emotional
Three primary functions have been cnncentualized-

process (procedural or goal

settinn), substantive (task or problem solving), and socio-emotional
personal or nroun maintenance).

Some researchers have nreferred

(inter-

to (trout)

process and substantive functions together since the
same persons tend to nerform both functions.

Several researchers (Slater, 1955: Bales, 1958; Likert; 1961;
and Hes.

lin and Dunphy. x") have suggested that at least
tao types of leaders emerge
in a small group:

a task and a socio-emotional leader.

Slater (1955)

observed 20 groups Olich met four times to discuss
administrative case problems.
Observers used the Bales'

interaction process analysis (IPA) instrument and

group members ranked other members on contribution of ideas, ouidance,
and
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personal attraction.

flfter the fourth discussion participants named a leader.

In this study two specialists emerged, a task leader and
a socio-emotional
leader.

The task leader, who was also named the croup leader, narticinated

more than other members and had

more problem-solving contributions (i.e.,

orientation, opinion, suggestions).
best and had more reaction

The socio-emotional specialist was liked

contributions (i.e.. agreement, tension release,

solidarity) when compared to other group members.

Some researchers have sugnested that individuals need to perform
process and substantive functions (Bormann, 19F9) if they
are to be perceived
as leaders.

Vortensen (1964) anelied content analysis to the communication

content of six group discussions.

He found that nerceivod leaders special-

ized in communication classified as: introducing
and formulating noels, tasks,

and procedures; eliciting communication; delegating and directing
action. and
summarizing groun activity.

These classifications could be categorized PS

process or substantive functions.

The functional approach has been useful for describing the
communication behaviors of leaders and for leadership training.

At most

the functional

approach provides a classification scheme for leadership behavior.
not orovide a leadership theory

- there are no laelike generalizations to be

systematically related or empirically tested.
icisms of this anproach.

It does

There are several other crit-

First, the cateoories traditionally used by

observers are neither mutually exclusive nor inclusive
of all eossible
contributions (using IPA or "ortensen's categories).

Second, measuring in-

struments have been used to time or count contributions or interactions,
but

have not attempted to evaluate contributions.

Third, no explanation of
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the reason nerceived leaders perform the necessary functions
has been offered.
Thus, the approach does not provide for prediction of leadership.

The sixth approach to leadership, social influence, is concerned with
power relationships ia the group.

The concept of power has been described

as:

When the acts of an agent can (actually or notentially) modify the
behavior of a person, or (mop of persons. the anent has nower over
that nerson, or group of nersons (Collins and Guetzkow, 19s4, n. 121).
Collins and Guetzkow have posited several propositions concerning
social
influence.

The first set of propositions are related to the direct sources

of power and interpersonal influence.

They are:

Proposition 6.1. Direct control of task environmental rewards is a
source of nower.
Proposition 6.2. Control of the rewards associated with
"friendly
interaction" is a source of power.
Proposition 6.2-A. The nreater the personal attraction of other groun
members td a single individual, the greater the nower of that
individual.
Proposition 6.2-B. The nreater the interpersonal
attraction among
the members of a group, the areater the nower of the nroun over
the group members.
Proposition 6.3. Control of nunishment will be a source of pwer
(a) when the conditions of nunishment are clearly specified and
(b) when comnliance can be observed.
Proposition 6.A.
Punishment-based power (a) will not lead to
interpersonal liking and (b) will inhibit the exercise of nower
based on internersonal attraction (Collins and nuetzkow, 1964,n119).
.

The second set of nropositions is concerned with the indirect
sources of
power.

They are:

Proposition 7.1. When several individuals are rewarded or nunished
as an entity, the group will have power over the individual
members.
Proposition 7.1-A.
Under conditions of common fate, the individuals
will develop interpersonal attraction.
Proposition 7.1-B. The individual members will have more influence
over each other under conditions of common fate.
Proposition 7.2. An anent which has been successful in the past will
have increased power.
1
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Pronosition 7.3. ttn anent with a reputation
of comoetence will have
power even if the grout, members have not directly observed his
success.
Proposition 7.4. Formal designation
as a leader, suoervisor, boss,
etc., will be a source of newer.
Pr000sition 7.4-A. Legitimate power will be
weakened when influence
attempts are outside the scone snecified by formal designation
(Collins and nuetzkow, 1954, n. 151).

The final set of nr000sitions is concerned
iwth the consequences of high and
low power.

They are:

Proposition 2.1 High power oersons
Possess more influence.
Proposition 8.1-A. High cower persons exert
influence without making
overt behavioral attemots to influence.
Proposition 8.1 -B. High cower-status
persons will initiate a treater
total number of communications.
Proposition 8.14. High cower nersons will
initiate more communication
classified as .influence attemnts.
Pronosition 8.1-D. High cower
persons will be successful in a larger
oercentage of the influence
attempts which they do make than low
cower oersons.
Proposition 8.2. High no!er narsnns will be
less affected by the
efforts of others to influence them.
Proposition 8.3. High power members will
tend to form cliques.
Proposition 8.4-A.
Low power nersons will behave deferentially toward
high power persons.
Proposition 8.4-B. Low newer nersons will be
less deferential and less
threatened when supported by their peers.
Proposition 8.5. Low oower ot!rsons will
be suspicious of high power
agents who can arbitrarily award or withhold imoortant
resources.
Proposition 8.6. Low cower nersons will be
threatened if ambiguity
exists in their relationshin with high
power agents (Collins and
Guetzkow, 1954, D. 165).

Due to the fact that this aonroach has
a clear theoretical statement
the research supporting it will not be summarized
here.

Collins and ruetzkow

(1964) have cited research supporting each
of these oronositions in their
book.

In addition,

Cartwright and Zander (1968) have provided an excellent

summary of the research on social influence as well as
a collection of major

works sunoortinn this approach (Lippitt, Polansky, Redl,
and Rosen, 1952;
Gold, 1958: French and Raven, 1959 Rind and Kelley,
1963; Jones, Gergen,
Gumnert, and Thibaut, 1965; and Hurwitz, Zander, and
Hvmovitch, 1958).
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In the evaluation of this annroach, the theoretical criteria are met.

The pronositions nrovide lawlike generalizations and the statements are
systematically related.

The pronositions are emnirically testable: and, for

the most part, have been emniricelly sunoorted.

The basic problem associated

with this anproach is its inattention to the concentualization of

a ''grouts ".

The theory does not define a orouo nor has the research employed a consistent
operationalization of a grow;.

The research has, in general, investigated

collections Of individuals rather than orouns.
are absent from this theory.

with other individuals.

Further, most grow) variables

Its emnhasis is on individual(S):relationshins

There is little consideration of cohesion, productivity.

and other products of erouo effort.
The seventh and final annroach considered is (ibh's (1969) interaction
theory.

Cibb posits:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Groups are mechanisms for achieving individual satisfactions.
lny group is a system of interactions within which a structure
emerges by the development of relatively stable exnactations for
the behavior of each member.
Such sxnectations are an expression
of each member's interactional relations with all other members
and are, of course, determined by the other memberg' nerceptions
of his personal attributes and his performance on earlier occasions.
This role differentiation is a characteristic of all grouns, and
some role natterns aopear to be universal. However, the nature of
the oronp-task situation. the size of the group, and a great
variety of other variables determine the role needs of the grounin-situetion.
The association of a oarticular individual member with the
nerformance of a role or nattern of roles is lamely determined
by the particular attributes of nersonality. ability, and skill
which differentiate him nercentually from other members of the
grow,.
Leadership is but one facet, though nerhaps the most readily
visible facet, of this larger nrocess of role differentiation.
Leadership is simply this concept annlied to the situation
obtaining in a groun when differentiation of roles results in
one or some of the parties to the interaction influencing the
actions of others in a shared aonroach to common or comnatible
goals.
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6.

Leadership, like any other role behavior, is
a function of
nersonal attributes and social system in dynamic
interaction.
:loth loahrshi*structure
and individual leader 5ohavior are
determined in lame nart by the nature of the oraanization
in
which they occur.
Leadership sturcture is relative. also, to the
population characteristics of the group, or in other words,
to the attitudes and needs of the followers.
Leadership inevitably
embodies many of the Qualities of the followers, and the relation
between the two may often be so close that it is
difficult to
determine who influences whom and to -hat extent.
For this reason
it is possible for leadershin to be nominal only (MM.
1969,
pp. 270-271).

Research sunnortinq statements from this theory
can be found by examining
research generated by the trait, situational, style.
functional, and social
influence approaches because this theory attempts
to incorporate and integrate
all the major variables known to be involved with
leadershin.
In evaluation the interaction theory does meet
the theoretical criteria.
It does provide lawlike generalizations which
are systematically related and
emnirically testable.
influence theory.

It also has at least two advantanes over the social

First, it considers more major variables related to

leadershin in a small nroun:

the nersonality

of

the leader- the attitudes,

needs, and problems of the followers; the structure and
syntality of the croup;

and the grow situation.

Second, the theory recognizes: the interaction of

individual perceptions of the leader, grow) members,
aroun, and situation in
producing leadershin.
investigated the

Unfortunately, little of the research to date has

interaction of these variables.

Until the interaction is

examined, results of research on leadership will continue to yield
unexciting
findings.

In summary, seven annroaches to leadershin have been examined.

Only

the social influence and interaction positions meet the criteria
for a theory,
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Of the two, the interaction theory is far sunerior.

The authors recommend

that this theory be 'iven careful consideration in all future leadershin research.

:lethodnlooical Evaluation

An imnortant consideration in the evaluation of leadershin research

is the gualitv of the ethodolooy employed.

This section briefly discusses

general, theoretical, conceptual, and measurement issues relevant to leadershin
research.

Still, the concern of the authors is to evaluate the research in

terms of the isomorphism between th

theory and the methodology that validates it.

There are sevel general observations that should be made concerning
the methodology of leadership research.

We have nreviously dismissed notions

that the study of leadership demands non-scientific methodolonies.

Piny

criticisms .which shall reference leadershin have been ennlied to all small

group research (McGrath and Pitman, 1966; Bormann, 1970: nouran, 1970.
Lashbrook, 1970

Mortensen, 1970; and Fisher, 1971).

First, leadership

studies vary widely in rigor and methodology from case studies to extensive,
carefully conducted experiments.

Second, research renorting is enually

variable--some studies are thoroughly reported while others are missing vital
sections.

In some cases the theoretic rationale is comnletely absent.

Hypotheses are not always specified.
often not reoorted.
reported.

Measr-ements art.t oPerationalizations are

In several cases the results and analyses are incompletely

A third generalization is that leadership researchers lack a shared

language, and there is no indicated mnveient in such a direction.

There is

great diversity in the definition and onerationalization of leadershin and
related variables.

Leadership has been onerationalized in numerous ways --
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(i.e., election, appointment. sociometric choice, observation, member perception,

and frequency of interactions in general

and of a snecific tvne).

Often

these same operationalizations have been used to define other concepts (i.e.,
internersonal attraction, source credibility, prestige. status, oo'er).

differences make generalization difficult.
studies is almost nonexistent.

Fourth, replication of

Such

leadershin

RePlication is essential for the systematic

accumulation of knowledge that is necessary for theoretical advancement.

i

fifth observation is that most leadershin research lacks a theoretical foundation.
Emniricai guestions appear to be derived from armchair philosnnhv rather than

theory (and often from the seat rather than the arm of the chair).
consideration is the lack
leadershin.

A final

of multivariate and nrocess oriented analyses of

Because the small arm nrecess is so complex and because so

many variables are interacting at one time, single-variable analysis seems
inappropriate and misleading.

It is the impression of the authors that the

statistical designs employed by small

croup leadership researchers are

often a rather arbitrary and incidental concern stemming from the nature of
the data.

That Is, the existence TF antecedent conditions rather than derived

hypotheses are actually being nut under test.

The results of such research

offers little of value to those interested in theory construction,

renardless

of the statistical significance that may be achieved.
Inattention to theoretical considerations is nerhaps the most
persistent problem in leadership research.

This lack is due to the diversity

of definitions and operationalizations and to the absence of a theoretical
foundation.

In the first section of this paper it was noted that a leadershin

theory does exist,

If the considerations of the interaction theory are used
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to determine the apnronriate desinn and measurement for leadershin studies

knvledoe of leadership will vastly imnrove.
Conceptualization is another nrimary nroblem area in leadershin
research.

The concepts "group" and "leadershin" have been inconsistently

dsfined and/or operationalized.

In actual research growls have ranged from

ciroups in action to short-term laboratory orouns (even 21 minute
groups).

In spite of the inconsistencies in research there appear to be several

areas of potential agreement!

a nroun is not lust a simple collection of

individuals; a group consists of two or more membors
and the group has a nurnose or goal.
in his theory of leadership.

group members interact:

Pibb adds the characteristic of structure

The interaction theory states that a croup is

"a system of interactions within ,hich a structure emerges by the development
of relatively stable expectations for the behavior of each member " (aibb,
1969. p. 270).
confounding.

In terms of leadershin the inconsistencies are even more
Ps specified earlier, leadership has been identified by

observers, group members, or occunancy of a given office.

There seems to be

a trend toward defining leadershin in terms of measureable nercer,tions of
group members and the performance of leadershin functions.

Whether these

measurements are themselves theoretical is never really addressed by the
researchers.

In testing any theory the theoretical conceptualization should

be isomorphic with the onerationalization of variables.
The final methodological issue is measurement.

^ssuming that lead-

ership should be operationalized in terms of group member perceptions
and/or

peeormance of leadership functions, present measurements are inadequate. Present member perception instruments tend to sample only a small part
of the
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universe of characteristics that individuals
use in evaluating leadership.
The authors of this paper view leadership
as a multidimensional
construct.
Until multivariate techniques are used to
develop scales for measurement of
the dimensions of leadership,
group member perceptions will provide little
knowledge of the concept of leadership.
The second type of measure, which is
concerned with the quantitative performance
of leadership functions (i.e.,
Bales' IPA), has been better developed.

However, it too needs improvement.

The scales that have been used
are neither all-inclusive nor mutally exclusive.
This problem can be minimized by
considering other possible categories and
changing some of those employed.
Another problem with this measurement
is
the sole reliance on counting contributions
in each category.
ment might be improved by qualitative

The instru-

evaluation of the contributions.

The
contributions might also be timed
or an indication made of whom the person is
interacting with (or the fact that
it is not an interaction).
With improvement both of these types of measurement
will help in the development of
research projects to test leadership
theory.
In this paper seven approaches to
leadership have been evaluated
theoretically. Gibb's interacti,:n
theory was the only one that met the three
criteria for a theory.
The authors of this paper do not contend that
this is
a final answer to
leadership theory, but they do recommend
that more research
should be theoretically
based and, at present, the interaction
theory can provide that base.
In addition to the theoretical evaluation,
leadershi

P research

was examined methodologically.

General, theoretical, conceptual, and

measurement issues relevant to leadership
research were discussed.

were isolated and possible improvements were
suggested.

Weaknesses

With theoretical and

19

methodological improvements leadership research can result in a significant
accumulation of knowledge.
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